Electricity grid operators and planners need to deal with both the rapidly increasing integration of renewables and an unprecedented level of uncertainty that originates from unknown generation outputs, changing commercial and regulatory frameworks aimed to foster low-carbon technologies, the evolving availability of market information on feasibility and costs of various technologies, etc. In this context, there is a significant risk of locking-in to inefficient investment planning solutions determined by current deterministic engineering practices that neither capture uncertainty nor represent the actual operation of the planned infrastructure under high penetration of renewables. We therefore present an alternative optimization framework to plan electricity grids that deals with uncertain scenarios 2017 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved. and represents increased operational details. The presented framework is able to model the effects of an array of flexible, smart grid technologies that can efficiently displace the need for conventional solutions. We then argue, and demonstrate via the proposed framework and an illustrative example, that proper modelling of uncertainty and operational constraints in planning is key to valuing operationally flexible solutions leading to optimal investment in a smart grid context. Finally, we review the most used practices in power system planning under uncertainty, highlight the challenges of incorporating operational aspects and advocate the need for new and computationally effective optimization tools to properly value the benefits of flexible, smart grid solutions in planning. Such tools are essential to accelerate the development of a low-carbon energy system and investment in the most appropriate portfolio of renewable energy sources and complementary enabling smart technologies.
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Electricity grid operators and planners need to deal with both the rapidly increasing integration of renewables and an unprecedented level of uncertainty that originates from unknown generation outputs, changing commercial and regulatory frameworks aimed to foster low-carbon technologies, the evolving availability of market information on feasibility and costs of various technologies, etc. In this context, there is a significant risk of locking-in to inefficient investment planning solutions determined by current deterministic engineering practices that neither capture uncertainty nor represent the actual operation of the planned infrastructure under high penetration of renewables. We therefore present an alternative optimization framework to plan electricity grids that deals with uncertain scenarios 1. Introduction (a) The evolving landscape: from conventional electricity systems to low-carbon smart grids
Current electricity grids comprise large generating units that produce power generally far from load centres, high-voltage transmission networks that ship power from production centres to load centres (up to the so-called primary substations) and lower-voltage distribution networks that transfer power from primary substations to commercial, industrial and residential consumers. In this electricity system, referred to as conventional: (i) generation is typically carbon-intensive, powered by fossil fuels, and in some cases supported by hydro plants that are usually large so as to take advantage of economies of scale; (ii) transfer capability of networks (that are passive and inflexible) is mainly delivered through more investment in asset-heavy infrastructure (e.g. lines and transformers); and (iii) demand is mostly dominated by consumers' end-use requirements only and thus unresponsive to system/market conditions. In this context, operators aim to run electricity grids in an economically efficient and reliable manner by mainly controlling generation outputs. Such a control allows operators to maintain the instantaneous production-demand balance and transfers within network capacity limits. In addition, sufficient security margins in electricity infrastructure (generation and network) are retained to withstand credible outages (e.g. sudden failure of a generating unit or network circuit). In planning time scales, network design decisions attempt to eliminate congestions through investment in asset-heavy infrastructure up to the point where the marginal benefit of more network capacity (i.e. savings in congestion costs and reliability costs driven by the installation of further lines and transformers 1 ) is equal to the marginal cost of network investment [1] . While network infrastructure is centrally planned, generation investment is generally market-driven and hence decentralized; historically, network planners have thus responded through more network investment to new connection requirements from generation, which engenders system expansion.
In the coming years, the above-mentioned conventional electricity network will evolve towards the so-called smart grid. Firstly, generation will increasingly be low-carbon and distributed across the electricity system, even being located at the point of power consumption (e.g. rooftop photovoltaic (PV) panels). Low-carbon generation from renewables such as wind and solar power will create the need to counteract their variable and partly unpredictable power injections through operational measures so as to maintain the instantaneous production-demand balance (i.e. system frequency), generation outputs and network transfers within capacity limits (b) Opportunities for advanced optimization models to plan electricity grids
The increase in automation and flexibility due to new generation, storage, network, demand and ICT technologies is paramount to face intermittent and uncertain power outputs from renewable generation and defer the need for conventional network infrastructure. In fact, any attempt to face the increase in renewables through current practices and without the adequate upgrade in emerging network technologies could be extremely costly and even infeasible [14] . To truly unleash flexibility, however, operators will need to control a much wider array of set points to ensure that economics and reliability are maintained at acceptable levels. For example, it is expected that in the UK generating units providing fast frequency control (i.e. fast balancing) could increase from about 10 (large generating units providing frequency control) to some 600 000 (if 10% of small PV and wind units support frequency control); network automatic controls such as voltage regulation devices could increase from 10 000 to 900 000; and automatic controls in homes (energy management systems) could increase from virtually zero to 15 million (if half of the installed smart meters were to link with energy management devices) [18] . Along with the increase in control set points (and thus optimization variables), the amounts of data available in operational time scales will escalate at all levels due to technologies such as smart meters-at the consumer level-and phasor measurement units [19] -at both transmission and distribution network levels-which will allow operators to significantly improve their visibility and thus state estimation of the system. With a clearer picture of system conditions in real time through increased volumes of data and with a higher level of controllability of network equipment, operators will thus be able to run the system in a more secure fashion, using network infrastructure at higher levels (i.e. with less redundancy and less congestion) and therefore improving the overall economic performance of the system operation activity as well as deferring the need for conventional electricity infrastructure investment.
In addition, there is an increasing need to capture coordination actions across various energy vectors, including all electricity sectors (from local energy management systems, distribution and transmission networks to generation), gas, heat/cooling and transport [12] . In fact, flexibility from electricity demand can be coupled with heat and/or mobility needs from consumers, and this may have important impacts on electricity network operation and investment beyond distribution networks, affecting also the transmission and generation infrastructure. For example, flexible demand from electric vehicles (i.e. battery charging/discharging actions) or heat pumps [11] can be controlled so as to reduce electricity demand during peak hours, provide frequency control services, provide congestion management services (in distribution and transmission networks), etc., ultimately driving both less costly operation and less investment in network and generation assets [9, 20] . Coupling with other pieces of infrastructure, for example the gas network, can then further increase the power system's flexibility and support integration of larger volumes of renewables [21] , as well as even provide new forms of storage [22] .
Recognition of power system dynamics and stability phenomena (that are usually in the time scale of a few seconds) is also becoming increasingly important in both the operational and planning decision-making processes [23, 24] , and this is also crucially linked with the penetration of advanced ICT infrastructure in power networks. Indeed, it is envisaged that current redundancy levels (that are used to provide security under the current operational doctrine) will be replaced with increased automation, monitoring, communication, control, etc. (i.e. via corrective control actions) [24] . However, these might fail to properly operate in real time, and such malfunctions, for example in the form of delays in communication, could originate network stability problems and even a cascading load disconnection [25, 26] . Hence, adequate balance between network redundancy and advanced corrective control actions will need to be recognized so as to properly determine (i) transfer limits and congestion levels in operational time scales and (ii) the need for new network reinforcements in the long term, considering both power and ICT network reliability [27, 28] .
Finally, an adequate treatment of uncertainty in both operational and planning time scales will be essential in the presence of renewables in order to minimize the risk of locking in to inefficient solutions which ignore the multiple possible evolutions that networks may experience. In operational time scales, prediction of renewable generation production from wind and solar power plants will give rise to certain levels of forecast error against which operators hedge through balancing services [29, 30] . Thus, if wind power outputs, for example, are less than expected, there will be a mix of generation and demand-based services that can counteract the lack of wind energy production. It will also be important that network congestion be efficiently managed in real time, even under those conditions where large forecast errors are realized. In this context, the location of reserve services and the possibility to undertake corrective actions over flexible network components will be paramount. In planning time scales, network design will need to anticipate renewables connection and thus face uncertainty levels associated with the location and volume of new generation. Hence, planners will require a strategic approach and determine a balanced portfolio of present and future network investments in such a way that present, 'here-and-now' decisions (using stochastic programming terminology) are sufficiently flexible to be adapted by further investment in the future when information regarding new generation capacity becomes more certain. Under this paradigm, flexible investment options and 'wait-and-see' investment strategies may be valuable to avoid the implementation of network solutions that cannot be efficiently adapted to the unfolding future [31] [32] [33] .
Overall, the comparison among alternative solutions when planning electricity grids will become increasingly complex since an extremely large set of options need to be objectively assessed before implementation, including calculation of their performance in operational time scales. In fact, as we will also demonstrate in this work, neglecting operational aspects, as customarily done in traditional planning tools, will provide inefficient solutions in a low-carbon smart grid context. Moreover, there will be a large volume of information that will become available due to new monitoring technology and a large number of control variables across voltage levels, electricity sectors/markets and energy vectors that need to be coordinated even across borders (in the so-called whole-system approach). In this regard, time resolution will also be critical to capture the effect of variable generation, the need for ancillary services (e.g. reserves) and even the occurrence of complex stability phenomena that can jeopardize system security. In addition, uncertainty will need to be recognized at various time scales in order to minimize the risk of locking in to inefficient solutions [34] . Furthermore, there are also multiple objectives, beyond economics, that need to be balanced, including security of supply, carbon emissions and energy policy targets that should be met in the long term. Clearly, this creates a challenging environment for modellers who attempt to identify optimal decisions in planning. 
(c) Paper scope and contributions
On the above premises, the goals of this paper are threefold: --to explain the new level of complexity associated with the low-carbon, smart grid context (especially when compared with that of conventional electricity systems), highlighting how this affects infrastructure planning concepts and practices; --to propose an alternative optimization framework to plan infrastructure in smart grids, exposing the modelling and computational challenges related to its implementation in actual power systems; and --to demonstrate the importance of considering uncertainty along with operational flexibility when planning investment in innovative, smart grid technologies.
Note that there are a range of studies in the context of power system expansion planning under uncertainty [17, 31, and power system expansion planning with representation of increased operational details, including unit commitment constraints [58, 60, [65] [66] [67] [68] . Expanding on this, we propose a unified framework that couples infrastructure investment with market clearing/unit commitment and real-time decisions, while considering the uncertainties in both planning and operational time scales. We argue that the proposed framework is of utmost importance in the smart grid context, where the value of new, innovative technologies is fundamentally based on the provision of flexibility services that allow planners and operators to efficiently deal with various sources of uncertainty and constraints affecting both investment decisions and system operation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed modelling framework to value smart grid technologies. Section 3 describes the formulation of an instance of the proposed framework and its application to a small, textbook-like case study. The main notation used throughout the paper is described here. Section 4 reviews the state of the art in power system planning under uncertainty and discusses the challenges, at the computational and algorithmic levels, of embedding operational aspects and scaling the optimization models to real-size power networks. Finally, section 5 concludes.
The modelling framework to value smart grid technologies
As argued in the previous section, the true value of smart grid technologies lies in their flexibility and thus ability to cope with uncertainty and variability, 3 and this will need to be properly recognized when planning electricity system infrastructure. In this context, we propose a modelling framework based on mathematical programming concepts, which can capture the effects of relevant operational constraints (so as to recognize the necessary flexibility levels to deal with a number of variable conditions in operational time scales), as well as the importance of uncertainty when planning new investment. To do so, the proposed framework considers decision variables in two different time scales (investment and operation), and the presence of long-term uncertainty to reflect the changing landscape faced by system planners, especially in terms of available technologies, costs and market conditions, energy policy and incentives, etc. (which may affect, for example, the future development of generation capacity that will in turn affect network expansion). In this framework, optimal investment decisions are made before the realization of uncertain scenarios (e.g. investment cost of a new technology), whereas operational decisions aim to run the resulting infrastructure after each possible uncertain scenario is realized and for a number of operating conditions (e.g. demand levels, wind power outputs, etc.). The optimal investment decisions minimize a given metric or objective function (e.g. expected total cost, maximum cost, maximum regret among all scenarios) and comply with a set of constraints that ensure feasibility under an array of physical laws and market rules, as well as certain reliability levels (e.g. system reserves requirements). The mathematical framework is shown 1)-(2.3) , where functional f ε {·} represents the chosen utility function to select the optimal investment vector x(·), C I (·,·) and C O (·,·) represent the investment and operational cost functions, respectively, y(·) is the matrix of operational decisions (per component and per operating condition or time period), ε represents a given scenario of the uncertainty set E and X(·) and Y(·,·) are the feasibility sets of investment and operational decisions, respectively, where the latter depends on the optimal investment vector x(·):
The proposed framework is general enough to accommodate both two-and multi-stage optimization programs, x(·) not being dependent on ε in the former case. Functional f ε {·} defines whether the model corresponds to a stochastic [69, 70] or robust optimization program [71] . Set Y(·,·), which aims to capture how the resulting infrastructure is operated and its corresponding costs, contains the physical (and market) laws associated with power system operation and may include first and second Kirchhoff's laws and power flow equations, generation and network capacity constraints (including minimum and maximum limits), inter-temporal constraints including minimum up and down times and ramping limitations, system reserves requirements, etc. [72] . Note that operational constraints characterize the system flexibility levels from existing and prospective generation and network infrastructure. Therefore, these constraints are critical to determine the need for flexible, smart grid technologies when increasing levels of renewable generation are integrated into the electricity system. Furthermore, we can add another level of complexity to our framework if we consider that system operation has to be planned ahead of real time (as well as investment has to be planned ahead of system operation). Under this new consideration, network infrastructure has to be also flexible to deal with the forecast errors (or short-term uncertainty) related to actual system conditions that will realize in the short-term future (e.g. next hours, next day) with respect to the expected conditions forecasted in advance by system operators. Clearly, poor forecast methods used, for example, to predict future wind and solar power outputs will need higher flexibility levels from the electricity system infrastructure so as to deal with unforeseen events. In this context, new investments should be able to cope not only with various long-term uncertainties (e.g. trends in the investment cost of a new technology that may affect the development of generation capacity in the future), but also uncertain changes that may occur more rapidly in real time (e.g. due to wind forecast errors). To that end, the above-mentioned framework can be extended as shown in equations (2.4)-(2.7), where f ε ,ξ {·} models the objective function being minimized, whereas y(·) and z(·,·) represent the operational decisions undertaken in the scheduling or operations planning time scale (e.g. day ahead) and in real time, respectively, ξ represents a given scenario of the uncertainty set Ξ that contains a number of realizations of operational parameters such as outputs of wind and solar power generation, generation and network outages, etc., and set Z(·,·,·,·) represents the operational decisions that can be made in real time (e.g. actual deployment of generation reserves), which clearly are constrained by prior decisions made during the investment time scale (vector x(·)) and operations planning time scale (matrix y(·)): min
As discussed in subsequent sections, both frameworks pose important challenges at the computational and algorithmic levels that will need to be carefully addressed in the future to work with scalable optimization models suitable for large-scale power networks. For illustration purposes, the next section is devoted to the description of an instance of equations (2.1)-(2.3) and its application to a small, textbook-like case study.
Effects of long-term uncertainty and short-term operational constraints on system investment portfolios (a) Overview
In order to illustrate the effects of relevant system operational constraints, as well as the importance of uncertainty when planning new investment, we formulate an integrated generation and network planning model jointly capturing both operational aspects and long-term uncertainty. The resulting optimization program is a particular instance of equations (2.1)-(2.3) that is subsequently applied to a three-node test system. The proposed model allows the system operator/planner to manage (i) short-term constraints associated with the (in)flexibility of conventional plants to cope with uncertainty and fast variability of renewables' outputs and (ii) long-term uncertainty associated with the evolution of investment costs of new technologies. In this context, the proposed framework provides the system operator/planner with efficient investment solutions (which we consider here as portfolios of generation, transmission, storage and flexible transmission equipment) in order to facilitate the operational management of the system (especially under high penetration of renewables) and permit a cost-effective adaptation of the infrastructure even under the realization of unfavourable scenarios in the long term. Importantly, the model also recognizes the prolonged construction times of investments such as conventional plants and long transmission lines (that create a lag between the investment decision and commissioning time 4 ), as well as the faster installation process of infrastructure such as wind and solar power units, batteries and FACTS devices (that are assumed to be installed right after investment decisions have been made).
(b) Problem formulation
Using the notation presented in table 1, we formulate our integrated generation and network planning problem as a stochastic, mixed-integer linear program. Note that, for unit consistency, some variables and parameters are expressed in per unit (pu), and hourly time periods are considered in the operation.
(i) Long-term uncertainty
Long-term uncertainty is modelled through a multi-stage scenario tree (figure 1), which describes potential evolutions of future investment costs (especially in renewable technologies such as solar power generation), albeit further uncertainties can be included in a straightforward manner. Hence, as formulated in equation (3.1), the model minimizes the expected value of the total cost, which includes the costs of investments and system operation as shown in equations (3.2) and (3.3), respectively:
and .2)). Equation (3.3) models the fuel costs of thermal power units across all time periods.
As per equations (3.4) and (3.5), we assume that investments are irreversible and that some of them feature a lag of one epoch (i.e. several years) between decision and commissioning times, respectively. Note that equation (3.5) constrains some investment decisions to be equal among sibling nodes, which is caused by the above-mentioned one-epoch lag. Owing to their prolonged construction times, investment in conventional assets cannot be commissioned in epoch 1 as imposed in equation (3.6):
and μ
(ii) System operation
The effect of the transmission network is characterized by a linearized power flow model. Equation (3.7) models the first Kirchhoff's law for nodal injections and withdrawals, whereby the sum of power inputs is equal to the sum of power outputs in a node. Power flows through a line can be decomposed into a transfer contribution from the line itself and another from its FACTS device (if installed) as shown in equation (3.8) (this is known as the power injection model of a FACTS device [73] ), and the total transfer is limited by the capacity of the line (see equation (3.9) ). Equation (3.10) shows that FACTS devices (in this case a quad-booster phase-shifting transformer [73] ) also have limited capability to shift power. In addition, equation (3.11) 
and
Generating units are also constrained by both their available power capacity (driven by the availability of renewable resources, the maximum generation capacity for all units and outages for conventional units) and their ramp rate limits (equations (3.12) and (3.13), respectively, where we assume that only conventional generation features ramping-related limitations). Furthermore, energy storage plants, which are modelled through equations (3.14)-(3.17), can provide services associated with energy arbitrage (i.e. charge/discharge actions to improve the system load factor, charging during off-peak periods and discharging during peak periods following the minimization of the total cost in equation (3.1)) and flexibility (since storage plants are not affected by ramp rate constraints such as those specified in equation (3.13) for generating units):
Finally, all decision variables are continuous and non-negative, except for (i) power transfers, voltage angles and net outputs of storage plants, which may be negative, and (ii) investment variables associated with new network infrastructure, which are binary, indicating whether a candidate asset has been chosen for investment (binary variable equal to 1) or not (binary variable equal to 0).
Note that further details can be included in a straightforward manner in the operational model by adding more variables, constraints and cost functions related to units' minimum stable generations, start-up and shut-down costs, minimum up and down times, etc. (see, for instance, [65, 67, 68, 75] ), albeit the current level of detail (equations (3.1)-(3.17)) suffices to illustrate the importance of operational constraints (through ramp rate and time-coupling constraints, besides power flow and capacity constraints) when planning future infrastructure. Likewise, further details associated with the necessary security margins (e.g. generation and network reserves) to face random faults of system components can also be critical in investment planning models [28] . In the context of stochastic programming, these considerations will significantly increase the number of variables and constraints and thus the computational burden, as discussed in §4.
(iii) Risk aversion
While the previous objective function in equation (3.1) corresponds to a risk-neutral planner, the decision-making process of a risk-averse, conservative planner can also be accommodated in the proposed optimization framework. To that end, equation (3.1) is replaced with equations (3.18)-(3.20) where a weighted average of the expected total cost and the maximum total cost across scenarios is minimized:
(iv) Planning under perfect (deterministic) information
Note that we can also minimize each scenario's total cost as shown in equation (3.21) . Here, the planner assumes perfect information of the future and thus the associated (deterministic) solution may represent an investment option that cannot be efficiently adapted if a different scenario (which was, in fact, ignored) is realized. This case can also be considered as a base, reference case:
We study the electricity network depicted in figure 2 with three nodes (N1, N2 and N3), three existing conventional generators (G1, G2 and G3), three existing lines (L12, L13 and L23) and one load (D). In order to face the forecasted demand growth along a planning horizon comprising three epochs spanning five years each, the system can be expanded through wind power generation (W), solar power generation (S), a line (L'23), a FACTS device, namely a quadbooster phase-shifting transformer (QB) [73] , and a battery storage system (B). The input data used to run our stochastic program are shown in table 2, where base values for power and voltage are 100 MVA and 66 kV, respectively. For illustration purposes, uncertainty is solely associated with the future evolution of investment costs of solar power generation. The problem's scenario tree is illustrated in figure 3 , which describes both the transition probabilities between nodes and PV investment costs in each node (relative to that listed in table 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a Investment cost in the first epoch. We assume that the investment cost of the battery storage system decreases down to 50% and 20% of its original value in epochs 2 and 3, respectively.
fall significantly in the future in scenario 1. Under such a scenario, solar power plants might be installed at the consumers' location, leaving conventional generation and network assets stranded (at least partially). On the other hand, if future investment costs remain at today's levels, as modelled in scenario 4, wind power generation (which is assumed to be significantly less costly at present) is likely to be installed. Given that the location of candidate wind power generation is far from the load centre, investment in this technology would also require further transmission investment that needs to be planned significantly ahead of actual commissioning. In fact, we assume that while the transmission line features a lag of 1 epoch (e.g. 5 years), the remaining assets can be commissioned faster (i.e. with negligible lag). Further to the need for dealing with investment uncertainty, the planner may also face important challenges at the operational time scale when managing increased amounts of renewable generation. In this outlook, demand, wind and solar power profiles, as shown in figure 4 , are used to clearly illustrate the need for ramping, which will be used here as an example of an operational constraint to be considered in planning.
Owing to the illustrative purpose of this example, days are assumed equal across a year and thus weekly and seasonal variations are ignored. While this simplification does not affect our general conclusions, further details like those neglected in this example may need to be captured for real applications.
The proposed model has been implemented using FICO ® Xpress [76] . For the sake of reproducibility, the code and associated data files can be downloaded from [77] . Table 3 . Results from the deterministic model: expansion plan per epoch and scenario, and costs per scenario (W, S, L'23, B and QB mean investments in wind power generation, solar power generation, line, battery and quad-booster transformer, respectively, and the additional capacity in MW is indicated within ). (
ii) Results
Effects of long-term uncertainty on system planning Table 3 shows the results per epoch and scenario attained by the deterministic model (equation (3.21) ). While in scenarios 1 and 2 the significant drop in investment cost of solar power generation encourages the adoption of this technology in the future (producing power right at the point of consumption), the still relatively high investment cost of solar power generation in later epochs of scenarios 3 and 4 encourages investment in wind power, far from the load centre. Expectedly, conventional network reinforcement in the form of a new transmission line is needed in scenarios 3 and 4 (unlike in scenarios 1 and 2) in order to transfer power from remote areas to the load centre. In the first epoch when the investment cost of solar power generation remains relatively high, wind power plants are built in all scenarios. Table 4 presents the results per epoch and scenario determined by the risk-neutral stochastic model. In contrast to the above deterministic case, this table demonstrates that in no scenario is there any conventional network investment needed to cope with the uncertainty levels faced by the planner in the first epoch. Indeed, the model determines that epoch 1 is too early to decide whether to invest in a long power line (commissioned at the beginning of epoch 2) that may end up stranded under the realization of scenarios 1 and 2 where solar power emerges right at the location of consumption. Rather, the stochastic approach chooses to 'wait and see' and thus potential network congestions (under scenarios 3 and 4) are managed in the operational time scale through smart technologies such as FACTS/QB devices that can be chosen and quickly installed right in epoch 2. This solution is complemented later on with a battery storage plant to face larger amounts of wind power that materialize towards the end of the analysed planning horizon, also considering the drop in cost of batteries in the meantime.
It is important to point out that table 3 shows the costs associated with the best expansion plan for each scenario considered by the planner to characterize the uncertain future. In contrast, the solution summarized in table 4 corresponds to the investment plan performing best on average for the scenario set under consideration. In other words, the costs reported in table 3 will only be incurred if the corresponding scenario actually materializes. Otherwise, the costs associated with such expansion plans may significantly differ should other scenarios occur. Moreover, the expected total costs for the deterministic solutions summarized in table 3 are greater than or equal to that of the optimal stochastic solution. Table 5 presents the total costs per scenario and the expected total costs for the deterministic solutions reported in table 3 and the stochastic solution given in table 4. As can be observed, the stochastic solution is identical to the best expansion plans for scenarios 1 and 2, whereas, for scenarios 3 and 4, a slight 0.03% cost increase is incurred over Table 4 . Results from the risk-neutral stochastic model: expansion plan per epoch and scenario, costs per scenario and expected costs (W, S, L'23, B and QB mean investments in wind power generation, solar power generation, line, battery and quad-booster transformer, respectively, and the additional capacity in MW is indicated within ). Note that the results follow the scenario tree structure depicted in figure 3. Table 5 . Total costs per scenario and expected total costs for the deterministic solutions and the stochastic solution. the best expansion plans for such scenarios. On the other hand, cost increases as high as 8.2% can be experienced if the planner adopts a deterministic solution and a different from forecasted scenario is realized. Moreover, table 5 also shows that the stochastic solution outperforms all deterministic solutions in terms of the expected total cost, with considerable improvement factors ranging between 3.7% and 1.1%. Interestingly, although the stochastic model constrains the final volume of wind capacity connected in scenarios 3 and 4, it is possible to demonstrate that, overall, this is better than building a line that ends up stranded in scenarios 1 and 2. In fact, a sensitivity analysis where we force the stochastic model to commission a new transmission line in epoch 2 (shown in table 6) reveals that costs under scenarios 1 and 2 escalate with respect to those observed under the truly stochastic solution and this cannot be compensated for by the cost reduction under scenarios 3 and 4. Furthermore, the early investment in a transmission line is not only economically inefficient but also prevents the utilization of smart grid technologies (FACTS/QB and battery plant) that have been displaced by the line. Table 6 . Results from the risk-neutral stochastic model with forced commissioning of conventional network infrastructure: expansion plan per epoch and scenario, costs per scenario and expected costs (W, S, L'23, B and QB mean investments in wind power generation, solar power generation, line, battery and quad-booster transformer, respectively, and the additional capacity in MW is indicated within ). Note that the results follow the scenario tree structure depicted in figure 3. Note that the stochastic model builds minimum amounts of wind power infrastructure in epoch 1 so as to 'wait and see' whether the investment cost of solar power decreases; if it does, then solar power investment is preferred (scenarios 1 and 2), more wind power being commissioned otherwise. Table 7 , where the maximum amount of wind power has been forcedly commissioned in epoch 1, shows that installing higher levels of wind power generation in epoch 1 (as the deterministic model suggests) will limit the ability to integrate solar power in the future when investment costs fall, thereby decreasing the overall cost efficiency of the stochastic solution.
It is important to point out that the forced commissioning of network and generation assets yields solutions with expected total costs that are slightly higher than that incurred by the optimal stochastic solution and well below those featured by the deterministic solutions. Thus, tables 4, 6 and 7 show the inefficiencies (advantages) of implementing deterministic (stochastic) solutions when planning under uncertainty. Note that, in this illustrative example (which demonstrates the need to make investment plans more flexible through smart grid technologies and thus face uncertain scenarios more efficiently), uncertainty is associated with investment costs of solar power generation only. Hence, the consequences of following deterministic planning can be much more significant in real systems subject to additional sources of uncertainty such as energy policy incentives, development of new technologies, demand growth, various decentralized decisions from market participants, etc.
Finally, risk aversion is analysed through the minimization of a weighted average of the expected and the maximum total costs across scenarios (table 8) , with parameter λ in equation (3.18) taken as equal to 0.5 for the low-aversion case, and equal to zero in the high-aversion case (corresponding to the min-max cost optimization). As compared with the risk-neutral solution shown in table 4, the optimal risk-averse investment plans feature larger volumes of wind power generation in epoch 1. Although both expansion plans are less efficient solutions in terms of the expected total cost, increasing the levels of wind power generation commissioned in epoch 1 is an effective measure to reduce the costs in the more costly scenarios, i.e. scenarios 3 and 4. Interestingly, for low levels of risk aversion, the planner prefers to install larger amounts of wind power generation capacity in epoch 1 rather than investing in conventional network 
QB mean investments in wind power generation, solar power generation, line, battery and quad-booster transformer, respectively, and the additional capacity in MW is indicated within ). Note that the results follow the scenario tree structure depicted in figure 3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . infrastructure that can allow the planner to install further wind power generation capacity towards the last epoch. This is so because conventional network investment would unnecessarily increase the total costs in scenarios 1 and 2 (and thus the expected total cost). For higher levels of risk aversion and, in the extreme case, for the fully averse min-max cost solution, conventional network investment is necessary to minimize the total costs under the worst conditions, which also eliminates the need for smart grid solutions. It is important to mention that this extreme solution focuses on total cost minimization under the worst conditions (in this case, scenarios 3 and 4) irrespective of the inefficiencies caused in terms of the expected total cost and, in particular, under those scenarios where solar power generation is realized in the future (when the new transmission line becomes unnecessary and stranded).
Effects of short-term operational constraints on system planning
In the previous examples, the results discussed in tables 3-8 account for ramp rate constraints in all scenarios, as indicated in table 2. Table 9 shows the resulting infrastructure investment and the total costs for the solutions to the following three different deterministic cases for scenario 1, which corresponds to a low investment cost of solar power generation.
(i) When the infrastructure is optimized by ignoring ramp rate constraints: although the total cost is the lowest, it underestimates the actual cost of operating large volumes of renewables. (ii) When the infrastructure is optimized by ignoring ramp rate constraints and the actual cost of operation is adequately quantified in a second stage when considering actual ramp rate limitations: the total cost is the highest since the planner ignores important operational constraints (when the system infrastructure was determined). (iii) When the infrastructure is adequately planned and optimized by accounting for ramp rate constraints (G1 and G2's ramp rates equal to 10% h −1 ): this corresponds to the true cost of the optimal solution. The results shown in table 9 demonstrate that modelling detailed operational constraints can be critical when planning electrical infrastructure. For example, if this electricity system were planned with fully flexible ramp rates from conventional plants (in other words, ignoring ramp rate constraints as in solution (i), which is a widespread implicit assumption in most planning exercises and available planning tools), larger volumes of renewables would be installed with no need for storage plants. This would clearly increase the cost of operation in reality, when considering the actual system's flexibility limitations (see solution (ii)), and would probably result in investment into suboptimal technologies. In contrast, if ramp rates are adequately considered in the planning model as in solution (iii), then less renewable energy capacity is built because of the diminished ability of the system to cope with intermittency. Further, storage capacity becomes necessary to provide operational flexibility. Table 9 . Results from the deterministic model under three different assumptions on system's flexibility for scenario 1 corresponding to a low investment cost of solar power generation: expansion plan per epoch and solution, and costs per solution (W, S, L'23, B and QB mean investments in wind power generation, solar power generation, line, battery and quad-booster transformer, respectively, and the additional capacity in MW is indicated within ). Roman numerals of the solutions correspond to the cases described in the main text. plan per epoch and solution   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Furthermore, table 10 shows that if the system is planned through the risk-neutral stochastic model while ignoring ramp rate constraints, storage infrastructure (originally installed in scenarios 3 and 4 as shown in table 4) is not needed. This illustrates the importance of considering both the system's flexibility limitations (table 9) and uncertainty (table 10) in order to properly capture the value of smart grid technologies and invest in the most appropriate portfolio in the first place.
Discussion
As mentioned earlier, it is important to emphasize that there are a range of studies in the context of power system expansion planning under uncertainty (see, for instance, [ [58, 60, [65] [66] [67] [68] ). Expanding on this, we argue that the proposed unified framework evaluated above is of utmost importance in the smart grid context, where the value of new, innovative technologies is fundamentally based on the provision of flexibility services that allow planners and operators to efficiently deal with various sources of uncertainty and constraints affecting both investment decisions and system operation.
Furthermore, notice that the above results correspond to an instance of equations (2.1)-(2.3), where operational uncertainty has been neglected and, instead, replaced with the modelling of variability in operational parameters such as wind and solar power outputs. Another level of complexity will be to run an instance of equations (2.4)-(2.7) where uncertainty is considered in both planning and operational time scales. Under this consideration, generation and network infrastructure have to be also flexible to deal with equipment outages and forecast errors that may happen in real time, and thus new investments should be able to cope with both long-term uncertainties and also uncertain changes that may occur rapidly in real time. There are various studies that demonstrate the importance of short-term uncertainty and security for power system planning (see, for instance, [28] ), and we believe that, with the advent of new technology, such importance will be exacerbated since innovative technologies can successfully provide (at least partially) the flexibility and security needed in real time and hence displace (or at least defer) part of the new conventional infrastructure. Therefore, modelling both long-and short-term uncertainty will be key to properly quantify the benefits of smart grid technologies.
Modelling and computational challenges
Following up on our multi-stage stochastic programming modelling framework presented above and demonstrated on a small test system, and with reference to the state of the art in power system planning under uncertainty, in this section we aim: (i) to present in more general terms the main families of problems dealing with power system planning under uncertainty (of which our framework is a subset); (ii) to discuss the main challenges, at the computational and algorithmic levels, of embedding detailed operational aspects in planning under uncertainty problems, especially when dealing with real-size networks; and (iii) to advocate the need for new optimization tools that could address these computational challenges in order to properly value the benefits of flexible, smart grid solutions in planning.
Current models for power system planning under uncertainty lie within one of the four classes of problems resulting from the combination of: (i) the temporal framework adopted for decisions with uncertainty about future evolution, namely, dynamic (or multi-stage), whereby in each period decisions are made under uncertainty of successive ones, versus static (or single-stage), whereby decisions are made in a single period under the same information level for all future periods [48] ; and (ii) the modelling of uncertainty characterization, namely, stochastic programming, which uses probabilistic models to characterize uncertainty [70] , versus robust optimization, which ensures feasibility for a user-defined set of uncertainty realizations or scenarios and is particularly useful when the definition of a probability distribution is not an easy task, e.g. occurrence of contingencies, strategic actions of market participants and evolution of fuel prices [71] .
(a) Multi-stage stochastic planning
The class of multi-stage stochastic optimization models [70] is of great importance in power system planning and encompasses many applications in many subareas (e.g. hydrothermal planning [35] , transmission expansion planning [42, 49] and generation expansion planning [41, 50, 51] ) and aims to emulate the way decisions are made in the real world while uncertainty is revealed over time. For computational tractability, this logic is applied only to investment decisions and long-term uncertainties, while short-term operational uncertainties and decisions are generally simplified or even disregarded, on the basis of the (traditionally) weak time dependence between short-term and investment-related decisions. However, as we argued through our multi-stage optimization textbook-like examples, it is key that operational aspects that come with smart grid technologies and flexible devices are suitably taken into account in planning too.
The requirement for more detailed modelling of operational flexibility introduces manifold computational and methodological challenges in multi-stage stochastic planning problems, which may be intractable for real-life benchmarks. Decomposition techniques can, therefore, be most useful. In this outlook, a natural decomposition scheme arises from the temporal and conditional nature of the uncertainty revelation structure, whereby the problem can be cast as a discrete-time control problem that follows Bellman's principle, thus being suitable for dynamic programming. Benders-type decomposition procedures and dynamic programming [70] , as well as sampling techniques such as Monte Carlo simulation, are well-known approaches used to find high-quality solutions [35, 78, 79] due to their scalability and computational efficiency to solve realistic problems from industry. For instance, the stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) approach [35] is used in most hydrothermal-based power systems worldwide. However, the discrete nature of state variables in planning problems introduces loss of convexity that prevents the direct use of the SDDP approach. This is also the case when considering nonlinear relations or discrete actions at the market or operational levels, such as those arising when modelling network flexibility. In this sense, recent advances in decomposition methods provide algorithms capable of dealing with some of these non-convexities in different ways [80] [81] [82] . In general, developing computationally efficient methods to address non-convexities is an important research avenue to be able to fully capture the benefits of smart grid technologies in realistic planning problems. the scenarios is needed, in the robust optimization framework the worst-case scenario is found through parametrized optimization problems. Hence, robust optimization implicitly accounts for all the scenarios within the uncertainty set through efficient search algorithms, thereby addressing some of the tractability issues associated with the consideration of many scenarios in the stochastic optimization approach. This is a salient virtue of the robust approach that has recently triggered an increasing number of publications in robust models for power system operation and planning (e.g. [17, 39, 46, 48, 53, 62, 63, 87, 88] ). This virtue notwithstanding, there are still several challenges that should be addressed in the field of robust optimization models for power system planning. In particular, two relevant avenues of research are devoted to (i) the characterization of uncertainty sets that preserve relevant statistical properties of the uncertainties and (ii) addressing the tractability issues associated with the presence of non-convexities in the second-stage problem. Recently, promising results propose new perspectives for merging stochastic and robust optimization, thereby giving rise to the notion of distributionally robust optimization [71, 89] .
Conclusion
In the context of the transition from conventional power systems to low-carbon energy systems, whereby a control-based paradigm relying on flexible smart grid technologies replaces the classic asset-based paradigm, this paper has discussed some of the main challenges associated with planning future energy systems to securely and cost-effectively integrate renewable energy sources. In particular, we have presented an optimization framework to plan electricity grids that deals with uncertainty and properly accounts for relevant operational constraints, so that truly optimal solutions, based on flexible technologies, can be determined (although this is limited, in practice, by computational burden and the ability to deal with very large optimization problems through suitable algorithms). In fact, the resulting investment options contain an array of smart grid technologies that can effectively provide the needed flexibility in operation to cope with renewables' fluctuations and the necessary adaptation capacity in the long term to adjust system expansion more cost-effectively even under the occurrence of unfavourable scenarios. We thus demonstrated that and how smart grid technologies can displace the need for conventional network assets that are instead preferable when uncertainty is ignored and operational constraints are neglected.
Two key conceptual results of our work, with important policy implications, are (i) investment in specific low-carbon generation technologies over time may strongly depend on the (deterministic, stochastic or robust) approach and risk aversion of the planner, and (ii) optimal generation investment decisions need to be complemented by decisions on investment in smart grid technologies and/or network assets. In these regards, the proposed model allows one to fully capture synergies and competition among different generation, smart and transmission technologies so that the truly optimal solution is attained. In contrast, the deterministic planning approaches (often in the form of 'roadmaps') and relevant planning tools that are currently used are bound to deliver solutions that are not only more expensive, but also misleading in terms of optimal technology mix (generation, storage, etc.). This is particularly important in the light of, for example, setting policy incentives for certain technologies, for which enabling smart grid technologies such as FACTS and batteries should also be considered to be optimal complements to renewable generation.
Following up on the findings highlighted above, we then also presented the state of the art in power system planning under uncertainty and discussed the need for new optimization tools that can properly value the benefits of flexible, smart grid solutions by embedding detailed operational aspects in the planning problem. In particular, important progress is necessary in terms of sampling techniques, decomposition methods, parallel and cloud computing, among others, to fully unlock the application of mathematical programming to plan investments in electricity grids when considering a large number of potential future scenarios in the long term, and a detailed representation of system operation in the short term.
